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About This Content

A set of bonus items including:

“Extra EXP x1”
“Extra EN x1”

“Extra Gift-EXP x1”
“Mind Limiter x1”
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel i5 3.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1100 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card
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Liked the overall atmosphere of cyberpunk tropes but with some body-horror and weird sci-fi ideas sprinkled in. Liked the
varied levels, environments. The story was actually really good, but the dialogues/monologues could have been better written.
The base mechanic of fast-paced platforming was interesting, appreciated the fact that most enemies can be ignored with well-
timed jumps, but there were plenty of messy sections, wonky platform-edges, stupid enemy placement etc. Bosses were fun, all
12 of them with some clean solution to beat them. The progress of levelling up weapons was a really meaningless addition.
There were some crashes, some tearing and slow down at certain section, but that's forgivable.. One of the best game series that
has sadly never been finished. Looking forward to the success of Shenmue III so the franchise can complete the story.. It's a new-
thinking puzzle-game that starts out easy and get progressively harder as you go on. There are maps that are really challenging
and fun!

As an awesome bonus you also get the map editor, so when you've finished the main game you can create your own maps to
challenge your friends! Why not have a speedrun tournament where you see who can finish the other persons map the fastest?
It's really fun!. Probably my favourite pack so far.. A really easy and boring game. Just glitch yourself trough the people and
walk to the right.
Not worth any money.. This game need more maps! or Workshop!
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This game is really fun! It's like a single player D&D game. I've only gotten a few of the achievments, but there are A LOT.
Totally worth the buy. 10\/10\/. Vectronom is a colorful and challenging music-based platformer that you can play with
keyboard, gamepad and even with a dancepad.
Although the first playthrough took me only about 2-3 hours, the price tag of 10 bucks is totally reasonable since:
The soundtrack is lit,
the design is one of a kind and
the puzzle\/music-oriented gameplay is innovative and very addictive.
In terms of replayability, there are collectibles in the levels, but also statistics such as the beat-precision or the amount of deaths.
Since I'm also a big fan of local co-op games I'm very happy that you can play this game with up to 3 more people.
I wished it was a bit more challenging at times, but that's probably subjective since I play a lot of rhythm-based games.
I would describe the difficulty curve like this: the scaling is good, although it sometimes got frustrating when I just couldn't
identify that specific pattern. But once I understood how the game works, I was able to flow with the music. And while that is
great, I also wished there was a bit more variety in some of the levels, even though most of them are well designed.
The reason why I can overlook the moments of frustration is that the feeling I had once I had beaten that level was just amazing.

I highly recommend it to everyone that finds a liking in rhythm-games, is looking for a new, fun co-op game or just wants to
enjoy its trippy appearance.
But I would not recommend it if you're not interested in rhythm-games or get easily frustrated.

I'm very interested in the future of Vectronom with more content to come <3. Amazingly fun game. I've put 35 hours in and
have all the maps a third of the cars and the game is still fun. The soundtrack is awesome, the maps are a good size, & the
graphics are pretty nice. The game can be buggy on higher settings, mainly on the dune map or whatever that resembles Las
Vegas. I'd rate the game a solid 9/10. Totally try it, it was worth every penny, but you can usually catch it on sale.. I'm loving it
so far lot more updates and things to do compared to Life is Feudal Your Own. I also like the map size and skill system.. Well
the reviews for this game are incredible. It consists mostly of people who only played a few hours and didnt even give campaign
a shot. This game is not the greates of its genre or the year it was released, but it certainly does not deserve such a low rating in
reviews. Lets talk about some of the common points made the negative reviews for this game.

- The game has linear. It certainly is and the game is described as one. This is not an Open-World Rpg, it is a Tactical one.
- The story is not good enough. Well the names might be awkward to hear for the first time, but after a couple of times listening
to the great narrator you ll get the hang of it. The initial lore of the game can be learned from the game manual, the story is told
through a narrator and codex pages acquired after certain events in the game enriching the lore.
- There is no loot and no items. This one is justified, but you are presented with a lot of characters you can choose for your
4-man squad. Each of these heroes have different weapons, secondary weapons, skills, upgrades and glyphs to choose from,
making the customization of your troop interesting.
- The game mechanics are clunky. They are pretty smooth once you get the hand of it. Ordered commands cannot be broken is
the rule of the game. If you invest some hours into it, the problem will be solved.

This game does not deserve this score. It seems people jump on hate-trains to eagerly.
. If you like driving sim games with a story line i highly recommend this to be the first game to try i just finished the story line
today and its very twisted in the plot every twist and turn can effect how the game contiunes or stop the story line can you keep
the mifia from killing you. truck are all real life rigs frieghtliner kenworth Peterbult Striling and more if you have what it take
to bet the story line there is a very big reward in game cash for it and a title of best trucker Rig n Roll is a very great game to
try.. Bought this game on sale, really enjoyed it despite the poor weapon handling and aiming. If you can get past that, the
parkour elements were decent and the puzzles not too offputting. Interesting world building and story, just keep your
expectations low, this is a 2009 game after all.. Bejeweled 1, what a classic...like, really classic.

Classic as in no hypercubes, no flame gems, no extra modes (Action's just a time limit, doesn't change much). No offence, but if
you've been living in the biggest rock ever and you're new to match-3 games, you should probably just skip to Bejeweled 3. Not
to say Bejeweld 1 is bad, it's pretty good and nostalgic, especially its music, but nowadays it's just... Meh. If you're a big Popcap
fan like me, go ahead and get this or wait for a huge sale.
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